Bengali Association of North Carolina
Presents
Modern and Semi-Classical Bengali Songs
by

Shubhashish Mukherjee
Accompanied by
Dipankar Bhaumik on Tabla &
Namita Kundu on Harmonium
(Friday),
2010
atearly
8:30agePM
Shubhashish started his vocal training in North Indian classicalSeptember
music with his10
father
and uncle
at the
of six.
Later his formal training started with Pandit Chinmoy Lahiri and subsequently with his son Sri Shyamal Lahiri. In the
year of 1988 he became a disciple of India's greatest violin virtuoso, Padmabhushan Pandit V.G. Jog. Now he
continues his vocal training under Pandit Ajoy Chakrabarty, scion and doyen of the Patiala Gharana.
Shubhashish has given many concerts in India & US. He has also given lecture demonstrations at music departments
in various universities. He is currently teaching in the greater Washington area. To get information about his CD’s,
concerts and music lessons, please visit his website http://www.swarmandal.com.
Dipankar (Dipu) Bhaumik is
a versatile and renowned
musician, and a fine
percussionist. He is equally
adept in various rhythmic
instruments from Tabla,
Khol. Dholok, Nakara,
Bongos, Kongos and many
more instruments. He has
accompanied famous
singers like
Sandhya Mukherjee, Shyamal Mitra, Dwijen Mukherjee
Suchitra Mitra , Subir Sen - to name just a few. He balances
his artistic talent with his professional life by managing and
running a successful technology consulting firm SOLUTRON,
INC. in Washington area, which he cofounded in the
Washington DC area in 1994 with his wife Champa.

Namita Kundu is an
accomplished vocalist,
lyricist, music
composer and
conductor. She
received a Sangeet
Prabhakar in classical
Indian vocal music
and a Sangeet Bhusan
in Najrulgeeti.
She has collaborated as lyricist and composer on
several musical albums by renowned vocalists, like
Haimanti Shukla, Sreekanta Acharya , Indrani Sen and
Jojo. She has received an award from the Maryland
State Arts Council as a music composer. Professionally
she is a biochemist engaged in cancer research as a
faculty at the University of Maryland, Baltimore.

October 20, 2012 (Saturday)

BANC Durga Puja Cultural Program
At East Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

